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Cloud Computing Resources
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with Applications in Python

Sebastian Raschka
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STAT 453: Introduction to Deep Learning and Generative Models
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Google Colab
https://colab.research.google.com

• Free Google-flavored Jupyter Notebooks in the Cloud


• For each notebook, they spin up a custom (Linux-based) computing 
instance


• Computations limited to ~12 h though; you won't lose your notebook, 
but computations will be interrupted


• Maybe useful for quick testing/experimenting/sharing (but maybe 
tedious as you need to reinstall packages each time)

https://colab.research.google.com
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1)

2)

Google Colab

Menu appears if you visit https://colab.research.google.com

https://colab.research.google.com
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3)

Google Colab

4)

Follow these steps for running code on GPU later (default is CPU)
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Google Colab

5)

Follow these steps for running code on GPU later (default is CPU)
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Google Colab

• This is nice! It appears that PyTorch is already pre-installed now (it wasn't always the 
case)
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• In any case, if you'd like/need to install packages, you can do it as 
shown in the example above


• Note that in Jupyter Notebooks, the "!" indicates that what follows on 
that line is a "shell command" (you can think of a "shell" as the Linux & 
macOS command-line terminal, e.g,. a Bash Shell)

Google Colab
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• You can also upload Notebooks or directly paste GitHub links to 
notebooks

Google Colab
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When you import a Notebook from a GitHub link, make sure to save it 
in your Google Drive if you plan to make edits, otherwise it will be gone later

Google Colab
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If you'd run the HW3 notebook, you'd likely encounter this error. 
This is because it can't find the dataset via the specified, relative link ...

Google Colab
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... you'd need to get the datafile into the same location as the notebook 
(or provide an absolute file path). 
First, locate the position of the saved Notebook in your Google Drive: 

Google Colab
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Notebooks are usually in a directory called "My Drive/Colab Notebooks"

I recommend uploading the whole folder 
though (simply drag&drop it from your 
computer into this window)

Google Colab
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Unfortunately, there's some extra step required: mounting your Google Drive to 
the computer that now runs the Notebook. You need to execute the following 
code:

Then, click on the link and enter it in 
the field above

Your Google Drive should now be 
finally mounted:

1)

2)

3)

Google Colab
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Now, you simply need to provide the correct address to the dataset inside 
the Notebook and it should work:

Google Colab
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Google Colab
However, for performance reasons during model training when working with larger 
datasets, I recommend making a copy of the Google Drive dataset to the local 
machine that is running the notebook:
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In practice, it might be even better to do that with .zip files because it will be 
faster to download a zip file from Google Drive and then unzip it

Google Colab


